
Index

acrotomophilia 17

action
attention to 106–107
link with perception 26, 27
semantics 27

adaptive testing 275

addictive behavior 326–336
as brain dysfunction 395
decision-making deficits 138,
146–148

as disorder of consciousness 396, 421
pathways leading to 335, 336
premorbid vulnerability 331–333
specific drugs 326–331
vulnerability of adolescents 333–335
see also metamphetamine (MA)
dependence, substance abuse

ADHD see attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder

adolescents
affective disorder risk factors 9–10
assessment 6
brain development 124–127, 320
collaborative brain function 320
eating disorders see eating disorders
maturation of executive functions
125–126

neurodevelopmental vulnerability
to addiction 333–335

neuromotor dysfunction 29
psychiatric illness risk factors 7–10
schizophrenia risk factors 8–9
social information processing
network (SIPN) 320–321

spatial working memory (SWM)
123

substance use risk factors 331–333

affective consciousness 399–406,
418–421

animals 399–400, 400–401,
401–402, 416

brain and 402–403
mechanisms 403–405
neuroscientific concept 405–406,
416, 422, 427–429

affective disorders see mood disorders

affective neuroscience 399–402

affective processing
bipolar disorder 357
neuroimaging studies 357–358

eating disorders 320–321

affective stimulus 37–38

affective word lists 209–210

affiliation (social closeness) 302
genetic influences 306
neurobehavioral systems 302–306

affiliative reward
multidimensional model of
personality disturbance 310

neurobiology 304–306

affordances 26–27

age differences
ease of ADHD diagnosis 287–288
neuropsychological test results 199

agency 409, 410, 417–418
disorders of 410
social behavior 302

aggression: fear 310

agreeableness 302
neurobehavioral systems 302–306
personality disorder categories
and 300–301

alcohol abuse
adolescent brain development
and 334

as brain disorder 395
decision-making deficits 146–148
as disorder of consciousness 396
neuropsychological sequelae
326–327

alien hand 27

alienation, experience of 418

Alzheimer’s disease 69, 393

ambiguity
decision-making under 139
lexical 77–78

amphetamine
effects of chronic use 329–330

neurochemistry 261, 305
see also metamphetamine (MA)
dependence

amputation, desire for 17

amputees
attraction to other 17
phantom sensations 16

amygdala 42
anxiety processing 306–307
attentional biases and 111
decision-making 141, 144
emotion perception 38, 160, 167
emotion production and
experience 39

executive functions 118
face perception 159
fear processing 308
mood regulation in bipolar
disorder 358

schizophrenia 99–100
social cognition 161, 165
theory of mind 160–161

anarchic hand phenomenon 26–27

anger 50

angular gyrus, neuromotor
dysfunction 32–33

animals
emotional systems 404, 416
studies of emotions 399–400,
400–401, 401–402

anomia 69

anorexia nervosa (AN)
binge-eating/purging type (BPAN)
316

limitations of literature 316–317
neurodevelopmental model
319–321

neuropsychological functioning
317–319

restricting type (RAN) 316
treatment approaches 321

anosognosia 18

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
attentional control 107, 108
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dorsal, emotion regulation 41–42
emotion perception 160
executive functions 120
functional asymmetry 54
obsessive-compulsive disorder 342,
343, 348

orbitofrontal syndrome 140
rostral/ventral, emotion response
39–40, 43

antiparkinsonian medication, side
effects 31

antisocial personality disorder (ASPD)
292

anxiety (including anxiety disorders)
306–308

attentional deficits 111
distinction from fear 306
frontal lateralization 50, 53–54,
60, 61

imaging procedure-associated 213
multiple neurobiological paths 427
neurobiology 306–308
processing efficiency theory
369–370

see also neuroticism

anxious apprehension 50

aphasia 69

apotemnophilia 17

appetitive/approach phase, goal
acquisition 302–303

approach motivation 50

approach temperament 51–52

Aprosodia Battery 207

area 44, human 27

area F5, primate 27

asomatognosia 18–19

Asperger’s disorder
diagnostic comorbidity 30
kinesia paradoxa 29
neuromotor dysfunction 30
social cognition deficits 158, 164
theory of mind deficits 160

assessment, children and
adolescents 6

associative memory 96–102
impairments see memory
impairments

methods of measuring 96–98
neuroanatomy 99
reasons for investigating 98–101

asymmetry, frontal see frontal
asymmetry

atlas concept, cognitive phenomics
272, 277

attention 5, 105–112
to actions 106–107
drug models of schizophrenia
259–260

early and late selection 105–107
motor control and 28–29
reflexive 109–110
selective 105
studying interaction with emotion
208–209

supramodal 109
sustained see sustained attention
deficits

triangular circuit model 108
unilateral neglect and 18
visual spatial 105, 106, 107
voluntary control mechanisms
107–108

attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) 285–292

brain structure-function
relationships 291–292

CD/OPP comorbidity 288, 293
clinical neuropsychological
assessment 289–291
children aged 6 to 12 years 290
preschoolers 290

concepts of neuropsychological
dysfunction 285–286

developmental arrest of executive
functions 127

distinction from autism 294
executive function deficits 124,
286, 290

motor abnormalities 289, 291
motor coordination impairment 30
neuropsychological heterogeneity
287–289
clinical heterogeneity 287
methodological issues 287–289

spatial working memory deficits 123
substance use and 332
timing abnormalities 290–291

attentional biases
content-specific 111, 209
major depression 354–355

attentional deficits
bipolar disorder 366
mania 366, 367, 371–372
as markers of disorder 183
processing efficiency approach 370
psychiatric disorders 111
schizophrenia risk and 8
thought disorder and 82

attentional set shifting,
schizophrenia 381

Auditory Affective Learning Test
209–210

auditory hallucinations
approaches to studying 222
associative memory deficits and 100
efference copy/corollary discharge
dysfunction 224–230

fundamental deficits 222
ketamine model 262–263
methods of studying 221–222
symptom capture 222
value of studying 221

auditory system, efference copy/
corollary discharge mechanism
223–224

autism 294–295
diagnostic comorbidity 30
distinction from ADHD 294
facial processing 167, 168
high-functioning (HFA)
see Asperger’s disorder

kinesia paradoxa 29
neuromotor dysfunction 30
self-other differentiation 417
social cognition deficits 158,
164, 168

theory of mind deficits 160, 417

autistic-spectrum disorders 294–295
anorexia nervosa 319

autonomic responses
gambling tasks 140–141, 143–144
stress 307–308

autoscopia 21–22

avoidance motivation 50

avoidance temperament 51–52

Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART)
144, 147, 150

Barratt Impulsivity Scale 150

basal ganglia (BG) 25
autism and Asperger’s disorder 52
depression and 32
tics 32

basal identity thesis (BIT) 425–426

base thesis 425–426

bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BNST)
306–307

behavioral disorders, substance use
and 332

behavioral dysregulation, substance
use and 332

behavioral inhibition-behavioral
activation 51, 52
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behavioral instability 309

biological markers 181–187

bipolar disorder 356–359
affect processing 357
neuroimaging studies 357–358

decision-making deficits 149
episode indicators 367
executive function deficits 124
facial processing 168–169
manic distractibility 366
medication effects 358
methods of studying risk 7–8
neuro-cognitive dysfunction
clinical status and 356–357
disease process and 358–359
first-degree relatives 359
pediatric studies 359
specificity 358

processing efficiency account
369–373

risk factors 9–10
semantic memory structure and
function 70–71, 82

social cognition deficits 165, 168
spatial working memory 123
see also depression, mania

body integrity identity disorder 17

body schema
disturbances 16–17
vestibular bias and 17

body’s structural description,
disturbances 16–17

brain
mapping, developments 280
raw subjective experience and
402–403

brain development 124–127
alcohol users 334
arrest see developmental arrest
cannabis users 334
collaborative brain function 320
genetics of schizophrenia and 128
growth trajectories 124
impact of psychiatric disorders
126–127

vulnerability to substance use and
333–335

brain disorder, mental illness and
390–391, 394–397, 423–425, 426

BrainMap database 279

Brede Database 279

Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale
(BPRS) 254

Broca’s area 5, 228–229

bulimia nervosa (BN)
limitations of literature 316–317
neurodevelopmental model
319–321

specificity of neuropsychological
functioning 317–319

California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)
bipolar mania 368–369
obsessive-compulsive disorder 346

Cambridge Gamble Task (CGT)
142–143, 150

affective disorders 149
obsessive-compulsive disorder 149
Risk Task variant 148
schizophrenia 149
substance abuse 146–147, 148

cannabinoid CB1 receptor 257, 261

cannabinoid hypothesis,
schizophrenia 255

cannabis use
adolescent brain development 334
neurological sequelae 327–328
schizophrenia vulnerability 255
see also delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol

canonical neurons 27

Capgras syndrome 20–21

catatonia 31

catechol-methyltransferase (COMT)
gene 127–128, 257, 275, 333

caudate
ADHD 291–292
neuromotor function 25
obsessive-compulsive disorder
342, 344

CD see conduct disorder

Center for Cognitive Phenomics
271–272, 279

central coherence, eating disorders 319

cerebellar gait variability 30–31

cerebellum 25
ADHD studies 291–292

CGT see Cambridge Gamble Task

childhood, disorders of 285–295

children
affective disorder risk factors 9–10
assessment 6
bipolar disorder 359
executive functions 125–126
neuromotor dysfunction 29
psychiatric illness risk factors 7–10
schizophrenia risk factors 8–9

circumplex model of emotion 49–50
rotated 50

click paradigm 75

clonidine 257

Cloze techniques 74

clumsiness 26, 31

cocaine 41, 305, 329–330

cognition
childhood and adolescence 6–7
cold and hot 118
definitions 408, 419
domains 4
drug models for fractionating 262
interaction with emotion
208, 430

vs. psychotic effects of drugs 262

cognitive flexibility, eating disorders
318–319

cognitive impairment
eating disorders 317
language dysfunction and 82–83
mania 366–369
psychopharmacological models
252–253, 255–260

syntactic-semantic combinations
and 76–77

cognitive neuropsychology 197
metamphetamine (MA)
dependence 197

cognitive neuroscience 408

cognitive ontologies 277–279

cognitive phenomics 271–281
atlas concept 272, 277
informatics strategy 277–281
research strategy 273–277

cognitive reappraisal 41, 51

cognitive remediation therapy (CRT)
eating disorders 321
language dysfunction 83
memory impairments 101

cognitive strategies, obsessive-
compulsive disorder 346–348

coherence
central, eating disorders 319
of speech 79, 80–81

cohesion (of speech) 79–80
cognitive dysfunction and 82–83

cohort studies 7
affective disorder risk 9
schizophrenia risk 8

collaborative brain function 320
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comorbid conditions 1
ADHD heterogeneity and 288
interpreting research and 200
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence 200

COMT gene see catechol-
methyltransferase gene

concrete thinking 68

conditioned preference paradigm
210–211

conduct disorder (CD) 292–294
ADHD comorbidity 288, 293
substance use and 332

confabulation 100

congenital limb deficiency (aplasia) 16

conjunction analysis, hemispheric
asymmetry 55

connectivity analysis, hemispheric
asymmetry 55–56

conscientiousness 300–301, 302

conscious experiences 391–392, 408–409
see also subjective experience

consciousness 391–392
affective see affective consciousness
definitions 408, 419
emergence 428
intentionality 391, 400
mental illness as disorders of 389
commentaries 416–431
neuroscientific perspective

(Panksepp) 399–406
Stephens–Graham perspective

390–397
Vogeley–Newen perspective

408–412
multiple forms 402–403
non-reductive physicalist account
399–406

of oneself and others 409–411,
416–417, 430–431

phenomenology and neurobiology
411–412

social 411
vs. non-conscious states 392, 423

consciousness thesis (CT) 390,
392–394

empirical conditionalization 394
neurological basis of mental illness
and 394–397, 423

conscript studies, schizophrenia
risk 8–9

consequences of the “disorder”
186–187

constraint 302
neural 309, 310
non-affective 308–309
agentic extraversion combined

309

consummatory phase, goal acquisition
302, 303, 304

continuous performance tests (CPT)
bipolar mania 366, 367
ketamine administration 259

controlled vocabularies 278

core-SELF concept 404–405

corollary discharge see efference
copy/corollary discharge
mechanism

corpus callosum, ADHD studies
291–292

cortical pattern matching 243–245

corticotrophin-releasing hormone
(CRH) 306–308

cross-disorder research 273

cross-species research 273

databases 278–279

deafferentation, peripheral 17–18

decision-making 138–151
under ambiguity 139
choice between delayed rewards 144
defined 138
economic theory 138–139
emotion dependent 39–41
information sampling and reflection
impulsivity 144–145

neuropsychology 139–145
preference for risk 142–144
primary and secondary
inducers 141

relevance to neuropsychiatry 138
under risk 139
somatic marker hypothesis 141–142
under uncertainty 139

decision-making deficits 138
neuropsychiatric patient groups
145–150

orbitofrontal syndrome 139

default mode of brain (function) 411

Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) 279

definition of mental disorder 1–2, 179,
390–391, 408, 424–425

degraded stimulus continuous
performance task (DS-CPT),
bipolar mania 371–372

delayed rewards, choice between
144, 147

delusional misidentification
syndromes 20–21

delusions 19–21
of control (passivity) 19
ketamine-associated 261–262, 263

demographic variables 199

depersonalization 21

depression (including major
depressive disorder; MDD)
353–356

attentional deficits 111
conscious effects 393
decision-making 149–150
emotional bias 353–354
executive function deficits 124, 354
frontal lateralization 50, 53–54,
60, 61

information processing in
remission 354–355

motor disorders 32
negative cognitions 353
prefrontal damage causing 120
psychomotor symptoms 32
risk factors 9–10
social cognition deficits 165
spatial working memory 123
trait investigations 355–356
transcranial magnetic
stimulation 212

derailment (of speech) 67–68, 79

development
brain see brain development
executive functions 125–126
working memory 123, 126

developmental arrest 127, 129
spatial working memory 123, 127
see also neurodevelopmental models

developmental coordination disorder
(DCD) 30

developmental neuropsychology 4–10
assessment considerations 6
milestones 6–7
neuropsychological domains 4

diagnosis, psychiatric 1, 178–190
biological/neurocognitive approach
178, 181–187, 283

clinical approach 178, 179–180, 283
defining phenotypes 180–181,
272–273

polythetic categories 180–181
reliability issues 179–180
staging approach 187–188, 189
wastebasket categories 181
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dichotic listening tasks 215

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
241–242

ADHD 292

N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) 255

“disconnection” hypothesis,
schizophrenia 121–122, 240, 419

discounting, temporal see temporal
discounting

discourse 79–82
cognitive dysfunction and 83
coherence 80–81
referential cohesion 79–80

disgust, neural basis 38, 211

disorganized behavior 68

dissociative symptoms 21

distractibility
manic 366
processing efficiency approach 370

dopamine (DA)
drug addiction and 395
genetic influences 127–128
PET/SPECT studies 236, 237
receptor binding studies 236–237
serotonin (5HT) interaction 309

dopamine D4 receptor (DRD4) gene
polymorphism 276–277

dopaminergic systems
incentive motivation and affiliative
reward 305–306

language and semantic
processing 84

working memory 257

Doppelgänger 21

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC)

attentional control 107, 108–109
decision-making 144
development 125
emotion regulation 41–42
functional asymmetry 54, 56–61
functions 118–120
neuromotor dysfunction 32–33
transcranial magnetic
stimulation 212

dot probe paradigm 209

drug abuse
affective circuitry 403–404
as brain disorder 395
brain regions involved 39, 41
decision-making deficits 146–148
as disorder of consciousness
396, 421

see also addictive behavior;
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence, substance abuse

drug models
see psychopharmacological
models

dual-aspect monism view 401,
404, 423

dynamic causal modeling 55–56

dysdiadochokinesis 317, 319–320

eating disorders (EDs) 316–322
cognitive impairments 317
instability of diagnoses 316
limitations of literature 316–317
neurodevelopmental model
319–321

neuropsychological functioning
317–319

treatment approaches 321

echopraxia, heautoscopic 21

ecological psychology 26

economics of decision-making
138–139

ecstasy 330–331

educational attainment,
neuropsychological test results
and 199

EEG see electroencephalography

effective connectivity 240

efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 222–230, 410

auditory system 223–224
dysfunction in schizophrenia
224–230
EEG–fMRI data combined

228–229
ERP study 225–228, 229
fMRI study 224–225, 226,

229–230

effort, suboptimal 199–200

electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) 358

electroencephalography (EEG)
auditory hallucinations 221–222
corollary discharge dysfunction in
schizophrenia 225–228

efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 223–224

frontal asymmetry studies 53–54
functional neuroimaging
combined 245

neuromotor dysfunction 33
see also event-related potentials

electrophysiological methods
auditory hallucinations 221–222
functional neuroimaging
combined 245

embodiment, pathological 18–19

emotion
animal studies 399–400, 400–401,
401–402

animal systems 404, 416
circumplex model 49–50
components 37, 206–207
dependent decision-making 39–41
event-related potentials 213–215
experience (and production) 37,
39–41
frontal asymmetry 54

expression 207–208
evaluation procedures 208
induction procedures 207–208

frontal asymmetry 49–50
components studied 54
EEG studies 53–54
fMRI studies 56–61

functional imaging 211–213
interaction with cognition 430
studying 208

measuring 206–208
neural systems 42–43, 211
dorsal/ventral model 43
implications for psychopathology

43–44
neurobiology 37–44
perception 37–38, 158
bipolar disorder 357
eating disorders 320–321
frontal asymmetry 54
major depression 353–354,

354–355
neural basis 160, 357–358
see also facial emotion

recognition
regulation 37, 41–42
automatic processes 41
brain asymmetry 51
cognitive processes 41–42
strategies 41

research methods 206–216
rotated circumplex model 50

emotional bias
bipolar disorder 357
major depression 353–354

emotional counting Stroop task
211–212

emotional learning
methods of studying 210–211
neural basis 39

emotional narratives/films 209–210
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emotional processing see affective
processing

emotional Stroop task 208–209,
211–212

endophenotypes 1, 186
emotional processes as 419–420

endorphins 305

Entrez-GEO Expressions 278

episodic memory, drug models of
schizophrenia 257–259

ERPs see event-related potentials

error monitoring deficits, obsessive-
compulsive disorder 348

ethnic/racial differences,
neuropsychological test results 199

event-related potentials (ERPs)
attention 106, 109
auditory hallucinations 222
corollary discharge dysfunction
in schizophrenia 225–228,
228–229, 230

discourse coherence 81
emotion research 213–215
figurative language 79
late positivity (P600) 76, 79
lexical ambiguity 77–78
N2-P3 complex 214
N400 effect see N400 effect
P3/P300 component 214, 215
semantic congruity 75
semantic priming 71, 72, 73
syntactic-semantic interface 76

evolutionary framework
affective consciousness 399–400,
402–403, 416, 421

social cognition 157–159

executive function (EF) 5–6, 117–129
defining the system 117–118
development 125–126
drug models of schizophrenia 260
genetic influences 127–128
language processing and 83
maturation in adolescence 333–334
methods of investigating 120–121
neuroanatomical correlates 118–121
non-frontal regions involved
120–121

role of frontal lobes 121–122
working memory and 119, 122–123

executive function (EF) deficits
ADHD 124, 286, 290
bipolar mania 369
brain development and 124–127
CD/ODD 292–293

“hot” and “cold” 286
inhibitory control 286
major depression 354
obsessive-compulsive disorder
124, 344

psychiatric diagnosis 183
psychiatric disorders 117, 124
semantic processing and 82
social cognition and 161, 164–165
thought disorder and 82

exogenous cue paradigm 209

expected utility (EU) theory 138, 139

externalizing disorders 43–44

extinction 18
conditioned fear 41

extrapyramidal disorders 25

extraversion 51, 302
amygdala response to affective
stimuli and 38

approach temperament and 51
genetic influences 306
hemisphericity 52
neurobehavioral systems
underlying 302–306

non-affective constraint
combined 309

personality disorder categories
and 300–301

eye movements, assessment of 33

Eyes Task 162

face recognition (perception) 158
deficits 20–21
neural basis 159
psychiatric disorders 168–169
role of non-social cognition
166–167

Facial Action Coding System 208

facial emotion recognition 160
bipolar disorder 357
major depression 353–354
psychiatric disorders 168–169
role of non-social cognition
166–167

see also emotion, perception

factorial analysis, hemispheric
asymmetry 55

fear
conditioning paradigm 210
detection 160
distinction from anxiety 306
neural basis 38, 211, 308

feed-forward model of motor
control 28, 410

figurative language 78–79

flashbulb memories 210

Florida Affective Battery (FAB) 207

fMRI see functional magnetic
resonance imaging

forward models, motor control 28

fractional anisotropy (FA) 241

frames, positive and negative 139

Frégoli syndrome 20

Freudian unconscious 392

Friedreich’s ataxia 25

frontal asymmetry 49–62
EEG studies 53–54
emotion see also emotion
hemodynamic measures 54–56
hemodynamic studies 54, 56–61
methodological complexities 56
neurophysiological studies 53–61
personality and 50–53

frontal disinhibition syndrome
139–140

frontal eye fields (FEF), attentional
control 109

frontal lobe(s)
ADHD involvement 285–286,
291–292

auditory cortex suppression
during speech 223–224

development and maturation
124–125

epilepsy, social cognition
deficits 164

executive functions 118–120,
121–122

medial see medial frontal lobes/
prefrontal cortex

mirror neurons 27

fronto-temporal dementia (FTD)
145–146, 164

functional connectivity, fMRI
studies 240

functional impairment
memory deficits and 100–101
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence 198–199

methods of assessment 198

functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) 235, 237–241

auditory hallucinations 221–222
block design studies 238
blood oxygenation level dependent
(BOLD) 237–238
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functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) (cont.)

corollary discharge dysfunction in
schizophrenia 224–225, 226,
228–229, 229–230

databases 279
decision-making tasks 143, 144
effects of imaging procedure 54
electrophysiological methods
combined 245

emotion research 211–212
event-related design studies 238
frontal asymmetry 53–54, 56–61
measurement methods 54–56
methodological complexities 56

functional connectivity studies 240
limitations 240–241, 405
parametric design studies 240
psychopharmacological studies 238
reflexive attention 109
selective attention 106
symptom-specific changes 238–240
volumetric MRI co-registration
243–245

functional neuroimaging
databases 279
electrophysiological data
combined 245

emotion research 211–213
language and semantic processing 84
memory deficits 99–100
methodological problems 213
reflexive attention 110
selective attention 106
see also functional magnetic
resonance imaging; positron
emission tomography

functionalist theory 423, 427–428

functioning, daily 198–199
impaired see functional impairment

fusiform face area (FFA) 159, 168

Gage, Phineas 118

gain control mechanism, selective
attention 107

gait
analysis, instrumented 33
recognition 158
variability, cerebellar 30–31

gambling
expected utility theory 139
paradigms, obsessive-compulsive
disorder 347

tasks 119, 140–142, 142–144

gender differences
neuropsychological test results 199
personality disturbance 311

gene discovery methods 273

generation effect, associative
memory 97

genetic high risk (HR) studies 7, 273
affective disorders 9
schizophrenia 8

genetic influences
agentic extraversion and
affiliation 306

executive function 127–128
schizophrenia 127–128, 275
substance use 333

genomics 277

Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (GTS)
25, 32, 123

gist, understanding 81

globus pallidus (pallidum) 25
ADHD studies 291–292

glutaminergic systems
language and semantic processing 84
pathophysiology of schizophrenia
253–254

goal-directed behavior 107–108

Griesinger, Wilhelm 391, 394

hallucinations 19
auditory see auditory hallucinations
drugs inducing 255

Happé’s cartoon task 162, 165–166

Happé’s story task 162, 165

happiness 211

Harmful Dysfunction, Wakefield’s 1–2

heautoscopic echopraxia 21

heautoscopy 21
polyopic 21

hemisomatognosia 27

hemodynamic-metabolic imaging
auditory hallucinations 221–222
effects of imaging procedure 54
emotion processing 211–212
frontal asymmetry 53–54, 56–61
manipulation of emotion and 54
measures of brain asymmetry 54–56
see also functional magnetic
resonance imaging, positron
emission tomography

heritability studies 273
see also genetic high risk (HR)
studies

heroin abuse 328–329

Hinting Task 162, 166

hippocampus
associative memory 97, 99
emotion regulation 42
schizophrenia 99–100

Hiscock Digit Memory Test (HDMT)
199–200

homographs 77

homonyms 77–78

homophones 77

Human Phenome Project (HPP) 271

Huntington’s disease (HD) 25
biological approach to diagnosis 181
depression 32
motor overflow 29

hyperarousal, anorexia nervosa 319

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
(HPA) axis activity 182, 183

hypothalamus
anxiety processing 306–307
executive functions 118

identification, semantic 68–69

identity theory 423, 427–428

idioms, interpretation 78

IGT see Iowa Gambling Task

impulsivity 144, 150–151, 308–309
opiate abusers 328–329
as personality trait 302
reflection 144–145, 150
substance use vulnerability and
332–333

substance users 147

incentive motivation
multidimensional model of
personality disturbance 310

neurobiology 304–306
positive 302–304

independent components analysis
55–56

indifference point 144

individual differences, as measures of
symptom vulnerability 261–262

infancy
cognition during 6
neuromotor dysfunction 29

inferior frontal gyrus (IFG),
orbitofrontal syndrome 140

informatics strategy 277–281

information processing
remitted depression 354–355
speed 5
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studies in bipolar mania 370–371
sub-personal activities as 392
see also processing efficiency

information sampling 144–145, 150
substance users 147–148

inhalant abuse 328

inhibition of return (IOR) 109

instinctual brain processes 400

instrumental activities of daily living
(IADL), methamphetamine
dependence 198

insula 42
decision-making 141
emotion perception 38, 160, 167
emotion production and
experience 39

intelligence (including IQ)
ADHD studies 288–289, 292
bipolar disorder risk and 9
brain growth and 124
childhood-onset schizophrenia 124
conduct disorder 293
schizophrenia 380
schizophrenia risk and 8
social cognition deficits and 165

intentional binding 28

intentionality 391, 400

inter-rater reliability 179–180

intermetamorphosis syndrome 20

internalizing disorders 43–44

International Affective Picture System
(IAPS) 207

interventions, staging model of
diagnosis 188

investment task 144

Iowa Gambling Task (IGT)
140–142, 150

affective disorders 149
eating disorders 321
modified versions 143–144
obsessive-compulsive disorder
148–149

schizophrenia 149
substance abuse 146
vs. Cambridge Gamble Task
(CGT) 143

ipsilateral activation theory 29

item response theory (IRT) 274–275

joint independent component analysis
(jICA) 243

ketamine 253–255

advantages of using 260
attentional effects 259–260
cognitive vs. psychotic effects 262
episodic memory disruption
257–259

executive function effects 260
historical background 253–254
individual differences in effects
261–262

language dysfunction 84
limitations of using 262–264
neurochemical mechanisms 261
psychomimetic effects 254–255
safety 254
working memory deficits 256–257

kinesia paradoxa 29

language 5
comprehension, impaired 68, 76,
82

figurative 78–79

language dysfunction 67–85
clinical features 67–68
cognitive remediation
approaches 84

discourse 79–82
other cognitive dysfunction
and 82–83

pathogenesis 84
sentences, ambiguity and figurative
language 74–79

single words and concepts 68–74

latent semantic analysis (LSA) 71

lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN),
reflexive attentional control
109–110

learning
emotional see emotional learning
verbal see verbal learning and
memory

learning disorder (LD) 288, 289

lentiform nucleus 25

lexical ambiguity 77–78

lexical decision (LD) tasks 71, 72, 73

limbic-emotional brain concept 405

limbs
“missing” 17–18
phantom 16–17
supernumerary 16, 17–18

locus ceruleus (LC) 307–308

loosening of associations 68, 72

loss aversion 139

lysergic acid 255

magnetic resonance imaging
(structural) (MRI; sMRI)
233–235

brain development 125
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
241–242

fMRI co-registration 243–245
limitations 234–235
potentials 234
see also functional magnetic
resonance imaging

magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) 242–243

magnetoencephalography (MEG) 245
auditory hallucinations 221–222
efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 223–224

functional neuroimaging
combined 245

major depressive disorder (MDD)
see depression

mania 365–375
cognitive dysfunction 366–369
decision-making deficits 149
difficulty in modeling behavior
365, 366

distractibility 366
processing efficiency account
369–373

social cognition deficits 165

Matching Familiar Figures Test
(MFFT) 145, 147, 150

mate acquisition 303, 304

Maximally Discriminative Facial
Movement Coding System 208

MDMA (N-methyl-3,4-
methylenedioxy-amphetamine)
330–331

medial frontal lobes/prefrontal cortex
damage 26–27
theory of mind 160
see also ventromedial prefrontal
cortex

medial temporal lobe (MTL)
associative memory 97, 99
obsessive-compulsive disorder 344
schizophrenia 99–100

medication see pharmacological
treatment

memory 5
associative see associative memory
episodic, drug models of
schizophrenia 257–259

flashbulb 210
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memory (cont.)
mood congruent bias, bipolar
disorder 357

studying interaction with emotion
209–210

systems 98–99
verbal see verbal learning and
memory

working see working memory

memory impairments
anorexia nervosa 317
cognitive remediation
approaches 101

drug models of schizophrenia
255–259

functional outcome and 100–101
growth of research 98
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence 197

neuropathology 98–100
obsessive-compulsive disorder 123,
343–344, 345–346

pharmacological treatment 101
reasons for investigating 98–101
schizophrenia 379–380
symptomatology related to 100

mental disorders
approaches to studying 221–222
definition 1–2, 179, 390–391, 408
as disorders of consciousness
see consciousness, mental illness
as disorders of

features affecting research
results 200

neuropsychology 284
risk factors 7–10
substance use and 332

methamphetamine (MA) dependence
194–202

cognitive neuropsychology 197,
329–330

daily functioning 198–199
determination of characteristics 200
interpretation of
neuropsychological data 199–201

neuropsychological assessment
195–196

neuropsychological research
methods 194–199

suboptimal effort 200
treatment 202
see also amphetamine

metaphors, interpretation 78–79

methodology 177

N-methyl-3,4-methylenedioxy-
amphetamine (MDMA)
330–331

methylphenidate, fronto-temporal
dementia 145–146

MGS (Vietnam war veteran) 145

middle temporal gyrus (MTG)
corollary discharge dysfunction
in schizophrenia 224, 225, 226,
227–228, 229

efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 223, 224

minimum response threshold
308, 309

mirror neurons 26, 27–28
function 28
phantom limb phenomena and 17

misidentification of place 20

misidentification syndromes,
delusional 20–21

“missing” limbs 17–18

mood disorders 353–360
attentional deficits 111
decision-making 138, 149–150
methods of studying risk 7–8
risk factors 9–10
social cognition deficits 158,
165, 168

staging model framework 189
see also bipolar disorder, depression,
mania

mood-induction procedures 207–208

motor abnormalities
ADHD 291
ADHD heterogeneity and 289
see also neuromotor dysfunction

motor clumsiness 31

motor control models 26, 28–29
attention and 28–29
feed forward 28, 410

motor cortex, attention to action and
106–107

motor-executive processes 25

motor overflow 29

motor set, impairments in 31

motor theory
conceptual advances 26–29
of speech perception 22, 27

movement-related potentials (MRPs),
autism 31

mu opiate receptors (mOR) 305

myelination 125, 320, 333–334

N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) 243, 330

N400 effect
discourse coherence 81
figurative language 79
lexical ambiguity 77–78
semantic congruity 75
semantic priming 71, 72, 73
syntactic-semantic interface 76

naming, object 5, 68–69

National Library of Medicine (NLM)
278, 279

near-death experiences 21–22

negative affect 50
substance use vulnerability 333

negative cognitions, depression 353

negative temperament-positive
temperament 51, 52

neglect
motor 18
unilateral (hemispatial) 17, 18

neologisms 67–68

neurocognitive markers 181–187

neurodegeneration 124

neurodevelopmental arrest 124
see developmental arrest

neurodevelopmental models
addictive behavior 333–335
eating disorders 319–321
schizophrenia 378

neuroeconomics 139

neuroimaging 233–245
data integration across modalities
243–245

functional see functional
neuroimaging

see also specific modalities

neuroleptics, side effects 31

neurological soft signs (NSS) 33

neuromatrix concept 16–17

neuromotor circuitry 25

neuromotor dysfunction 29
assessment and research 33
disorders of infancy, childhood or
adolescence 29

disorders of late adolescence and
adulthood 29

neuron doctrine 400

neurophysiology 221–230

Neuropsychiatric Phenomics Atlas
(NPA) 277
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neuropsychological assessment
194–195

demographic variables influencing
199

emotion 206–208
interpretation 199–201
item response theory (IRT) 274–275
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence 195–196

selection of tests 195
suboptimal effort 199–200
treatment implications 201–202

neuropsychological domains 4

neuropsychological processes/
mechanisms

motor-executive 25
reasons for examining 3
sensory-perceptual 15–22
specific mental disorders 284

neuropsychological research 194–202
cognitive neuropsychology 197
daily functioning 198–199
interpretation of data 199–201
methods and approaches 194–199
neuropsychological assessment
194–195

statistical methods 200–201
treatment outcomes 201–202
unique challenges 272–273

neuroticism 302, 306–308
amygdala response to affective
stimuli and 38

avoidance temperament and 51
hemisphericity 52
personality disorder categories and
300–301

substance use vulnerability 333
see also anxiety

neuroticism-extraversion dichotomy 51

neurotransmitters
drug modeling approach 260–261
PET/SPECT studies 236
tonic inhibitory influences 308–309

New York Emotion Battery (NYEB) 207

nimodipine 261

NMDA receptors
antagonists 253–254
binding studies 236–237

norepinephrine (NE) 307–308

Not Otherwise Specified (NOS)
categories 181

nucleus accumbens (NAS)
decision-making 144
emotional processing 40–41

incentive motivation and affiliative
reward 305

null hypothesis significance testing
(NHST) 200–201

object identification 68–69

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)
342–348

anorexia nervosa compared 318
cortico-striatal model 342, 343
decision-making deficits 138,
148–149

developmental arrest of executive
functions 127

error monitoring 348
executive function deficits 124, 344
memory deficits 123, 343–344,
345–346

neuromotor dysfunction 29
neuropsychological deficits 342–344
integrating cognitive domains

345–346
moderators 344–345

prefrontal damage causing 120
role of cognitive strategies 346–348

obsessive-compulsive personality
disorder (OCPD) 318

obsessive-compulsive spectrum of
disorders 318

ocular motor assessment 33

ODD see oppositional defiant disorder

oddball paradigm 215

olfactory identification 183

olfactory tasks 119

ontologies 277–279

openness to experience 300–301

opiates
endogenous 305–306
sequelae of abuse 328–329

oppositional defiant disorder (ODD)
292–294

ADHD comorbidity 288, 293
substance use and 332

orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)
assessment of integrity 119
decision-making role 139–140,
143–144, 145

development 125
emotion perception 160
functions 118–120
lateral 42, 120
medial 40, 41, 120
obsessive-compulsive disorder
342, 343, 347

orbitofrontal syndrome 139–140

organic mental disorders 390, 424

out-of-body experiences 21–22

overinclusive thinking 68

ownership, feeling of 409,
417–418, 419

pain, mirror response 28

pallidum see globus pallidus

paragiganticocellularis (PGi) 307–308

paranoid personality disorder 301

parietal cortex 22
associative memory 99
attentional control 107–108, 109
phantom sensations and 16–17
supernumerary limbs and 16

Parkinson’s disease (PD) 25, 32

passivity delusions 19

perception
disturbances 15–22
of emotion see emotion, perception
influence of attention 105–106
links with action 26, 27
predictive aspects 22, 28

periaqueductal gray (PAG) 308,
403–404

personality
change, prefrontal damage 120
five-factor model 300–301
frontal asymmetry and 50–53

personality disorders (PDs) 300–311
multidimensional neurobehavioral
model 301–302, 310–311

neurological soft signs 33
social cognition deficits 158
substance use and 332–333

personality disturbance 301

personality traits
eating disorders and 316–317
neurobehavioral systems
underlying 302–309

personality disorder categories
and 300–301

predicting depression risk 355–356

perspectivity of own experiences
409, 410

pervasive developmental disorders 294
neuromotor dysfunction 30
see also Asperger’s disorder; autism

PET see positron emission
tomography
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petrol sniffing 328

phantom limbs 16–17

pharmacological treatment
ADHD heterogeneity and 288
bipolar disorder 358
depression 354–355
fMRI studies 238
future directions 421, 428
memory impairments 101
obsessive-compulsive disorder 345
PET/SPECT studies 237

phencyclidine (PCP) 254, 257

phenomics 271
cognitive see cognitive phenomics

phenotypes
cognitive or neuropsychological 273
defining 180–181, 272–273
“horizontal” approaches 274–275
intermediate 1
multilevel hypothesis approach
275–277

neuropsychiatric 273
“vertical” approaches 274, 275

phosphorus magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (31P MRS) 242

picture arrangement tasks 162, 166

play 420

polycythemia vera 392–393

positive temperament see negative
temperament-positive
temperament

positron emission tomography (PET)
235–237

auditory hallucinations 221–222
emotion processing 211
emotional impact 54
frontal asymmetry 53–54
measures of brain asymmetry 54–56
medication occupancy studies 237
neurotransmitter studies 236
receptor binding 236–237
selective attention 106
substance users 148

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
33, 208–209

posture, abnormalities of 31

poverty of speech 67–68

preference reversal 138–139

prefrontal cortex (PFC)
ADHD studies 291–292
associative memory 99
attentional control 107, 108–109
development 125

functional asymmetry 51, 54, 56–61
mood regulation in bipolar
disorder 358

remodeling in adolescence 333–334
social cognition 161
working memory 257
see also dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, medial frontal lobes/
prefrontal cortex, ventromedial
prefrontal cortex

premotor system 27, 28

preschool children
ADHD diagnosis 287–288
neuropsychological assessment of
ADHD 290

processing efficiency
account of bipolar disorder 369–373
information processing studies
370–371

preliminary studies in mania 371
theory 369–370
vs. performance effectiveness 370

prosopagnosia 20–21, 164

proverb interpretation 78

psilocybin 255

psychiatric disorders see mental
disorders

psychomotor slowing, bipolar disorder
373, 374

psychomotor symptoms, major
depression 32

psychopathology, definitions 179

psychopharmacological models
252–264

cognitive impairment 252–253
schizophrenia 253–255
advantages 260
attentional effects 259–260
cognitive impairment 255–260
episodic memory deficits

257–259
limitations 262–264
reliability 263
specificity 263–264
validity 262–263
working memory deficits

255–257

psychosis
biological and neurocognitive
markers 182, 187

clinical language disturbances 67–68
delusions of control 19
staging model framework 189
vs. cognitive effects of ketamine 262

psychostimulant abuse 329–330

PubBrain 280

PubGraph 280–281

pulvinar, attentional control 108

putamen 25

pyramidal disorders 25

reaction times (RT), bipolar disorder
370–371, 374

reafference theory 16

reappraisal, cognitive 41, 51

recollection tasks 97–98

reduplicative paramnesia 20

referential cohesion 79–80
cognitive dysfunction and 83

reflection impulsivity 144–145, 150

relatedness proportion (RP)
71–72, 73

reliability
drug models of schizophrenia 263
inter-rater 179–180
test-retest 180

Remember–Know paradigm 97–98

research
emotion 206–216
neuropsychological see neuro-
psychological research

response inhibition deficits 140
ADHD 290
neural basis 291–292
obsessive-compulsive disorder 347

reticular activating system 402, 403

reversal learning, impaired 141–142

rewarding goals 302, 303

Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT)
319, 345–346

risk
aversion 139
decision-making scenarios 139
decision-making under 139
preference 139, 142–144

risk factors
developmental 7–10
psychiatric diagnosis 186–187

risk-taking behavior, substance use
and 331–332

Risky Gains procedure 144, 147, 150

sadness 40, 211

Sally Anne task 161, 162
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schizophrenia
approaches to studying 221–222
associative memory deficits 99–100,
100–101

attentional deficits 111
biological and neurocognitive
markers 182

cannabinoid hypothesis 255
childhood-onset, change
in IQ 124

chronic (CHR)
cross-sectional studies 379–380
longitudinal studies 383–384
methodological issues 382–383

decision-making deficits 149–150
delusions of control 19
diffusion tensor imaging 241–242
“disconnection” hypothesis
121–122, 240, 419

disorganization sub-syndrome 68
drug models see psycho-
pharmacological models,
schizophrenia

efference copy/corollary discharge
dysfunction 224–230
EEG–fMRI data combined

228–229, 230
ERP study 225–228, 229
fMRI study 224–225, 226,

229–230
executive function
deficits 124
developmental arrest 127

facial processing 167, 168
first-episode (FE)
cross-sectional studies 381
longitudinal studies 383–384
methodological issues 382–383

fMRI studies 237–241
frontostriatal (parietal) dysfunction
32–33, 379–380

genetic susceptibility 127–128, 275
high-risk (HR) individuals
(prodrome)
cross-sectional studies 381–382
longitudinal studies 383–384
methodological

issues 382–383
ketamine administration 254–255
ketamine model 253–255
language dysfunction 67–85
discourse 79–82
figurative language 78–79
lexical ambiguity 77–78
object identification and naming

68–69
other cognitive dysfunction and

82–83

semantic memory structure and
function 68–74

semantic predictability and
congruity 74–75

semantic priming 71–73
syntax and syntactic-semantic

interface 75–77
magnetic resonance spectroscopy
242–243

magnetoencephalography 245
methods of studying risk 7
motor control abnormalities 28
motor overflow 29
neurochemical studies 260–261
neurocognitive deficits 378–385
neurodevelopmental model 378
neurological soft signs 33
PET/SPECT studies 235–237
progression 378–385
cross-sectional studies 378–383
developmental trajectories 380,

384–385
longitudinal studies 383–384
methodological issues 382–383

risk factors 8–9
self-other differentiation 417–418,
430–431

social cognition deficits 158,
164–165, 165–166, 167

spatial working memory deficits
123, 379

structural MRI/fMRI co-registration
243–245

structural MRI studies 234–235
THC model 255
vs. bipolar disorder 358
working memory deficits 255–256,
379–380

schizotypal personality disorder 301

selection 105
early and late 105–107

self-consciousness 409–410, 416–417,
422, 430–431

self-monitoring deficits 410, 417–418
auditory hallucinations 222

semantic clustering strategy 346,
347–348

semantic congruity 74–75

semantic fluency 69–70

semantic memory structure and
function 68–74

cognitive dysfunction and 82
identification and naming 68–69
knowledge and use of semantic
category 69–71

knowledge of semantic/associative
relationships 71–73

semantic predictability 74

semantic priming 71–73
automatic 71–73
cognitive dysfunction and 82
controlled 73
indirect 72
neurochemical studies 84
spreading activation theory 72

semantic production 69–70

sensory-perceptual disturbances
15–22

sensory processing, influence of
attention 105–106

sentences 74–79
cognitive dysfunction and 82–83
lexical ambiguity 77–78
semantic predictability and
congruity 74–75

syntax and syntactic-semantic
interface 75–77

separation anxiety/rejection
sensitivity 310

serial reaction time task (SRT),
obsessive-compulsive disorder 344

serotonin (5HT)
receptor binding studies 236–237
tonic inhibitory influence 308–309

set-shifting deficits
eating disorders 317, 318–319
obsessive-compulsive disorder 345
schizophrenia 381

sex differences see gender differences

simulation 27

single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) 235–237

medication occupancy studies 237
neurotransmitter studies 236
receptor binding 236–237

size/mass difference analysis,
hemispheric asymmetry 55

skin conductance responses (SCR)
anticipatory 140–141, 143–144
as markers of disorder 183

social behavior, components 302

social closeness see affiliation

social cognition 157–169, 409
contribution of domain-general
processes 159, 161

distinction from non-social
cognition 159, 161–167
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social cognition (cont.)
evolutionary framework 157–159
impairments in psychiatric
disorders 158

neural basis 159–161
neuropsychological performance
and 164–165

psychiatric disorders 167–169
skills 158
within-task non-social controls
165–167

social consciousness 411

social information processing network
(SIPN) 320–321

social interaction 429–430

sociopathy, acquired see frontal
disinhibition syndrome

solvent abuse 328

somatic basis hypothesis 390–391,
424

somatic marker hypothesis 141–142

somatosensory cortex, decision-
making 141

source memory tasks 97

source monitoring framework 97

spatial attention 105, 106
voluntary control mechanisms 107

spatial working memory (SWM)
deficits in schizophrenia 123, 379
development 123, 126
developmental arrest 123, 127
psychiatric disorders and 123

SPECT see single photon emission
computed tomography

speech
perception, motor theory 22, 27
production, efference copy/
corollary discharge 223–224

see also language

spreading activation theory, semantic
priming 72

staging model, psychiatric diagnosis
187–188, 189

state markers 186–187

statistical methods 200–201

Statistical Parametric Mapping
(SPM) 55

stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)
71–72

long 73
short 72

stress
neurobiology 306–308
see also anxiety

stress hormones 183

striatum 25
ADHD studies 291–292
obsessive-compulsive disorder
342, 343, 344

ventral see ventral striatum

structural equation modeling 55–56

sub-personal processes 392, 423,
427–428

subjective doubles, syndrome of 20

subjective experience
brain processes 402–403
mental disorders and 408–409

subjectivity, experience of 417–418

suboptimal effort 199–200

substance abuse 326–336
brain regions involved 39, 41
decision-making deficits 138,
146–148

neurodevelopmental vulnerability
of adolescents 333–335

neuropsychological sequelae
326–331

pathways leading to 335, 336
premorbid vulnerability 331–333
see also addictive behavior, drug
abuse, methamphetamine (MA)
dependence

substantia nigra 25

superior colliculus (SC), reflexive
attention 110

superior temporal gyrus (STG)
corollary discharge dysfunction in
schizophrenia 229, 288

efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 223, 224

theory of mind 160–161

superior temporal sulcus (STS), face
perception 159

supernumerary limbs 16, 17–18

Supervisory Attentional System (SAS)
369–370

supplementary motor area (SMA)
26–27, 31

suppression 41, 51

sustained attention (vigilance) deficits,
mania 366, 371–372

symptom capture, auditory
hallucinations 222

symptom validity testing (SVT)
199–200

symptoms
additional 181
stability over time 181
studying 221
vulnerability, drug models
261–262

synesthesia 15–16, 28
phantom limb phenomena and 17

synaptic pruning 125, 320, 333–334

syndromes, psychiatric
additional symptoms 181
psychometric aspects 179–180
research focused on 273
studying 221

syntactic-semantic interface 75–77

syntax 75–77

tangentiality (of speech) 67–68, 79

taxometrics 272

Taylor, Michael Allen 391, 394

temporal discounting 138–139, 144,
147, 150

temporal lobe
lateral, face perception 159
limbic deficits 183
vocalization-induced suppression
223–224

see also medial temporal lobe,
middle temporal gyrus, superior
temporal gyrus

temporoparietal junction,
damage 21–22

test-retest reliability 180

delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) 255

attentional effects 260
episodic memory disruption 259
executive function and 260
neurochemical mechanisms 261
working memory deficits 257

thalamus 25
attentional control 107, 108
reflexive attention 110

THC see delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

thematic roles, in sentences 75

theory of mind (ToM) 27, 158,
422–423

neural basis 160–161
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role of non-social cognition 161,
164–165, 169

tasks 161, 162
within-task non-social control
conditions 165–166

theory of mind (ToM) deficits
410–411

autism 160, 417

Thought, Language and
Communication (TLC) scale
67–68

thought disorder (TD) 67–68
ambiguous words 77
cognitive remediation approaches 84
discourse abnormalities 79
ketamine-induced 254
negative 68
other cognitive dysfunction and 82
positive 68
semantic predictability and
congruity 74–75

semantic priming 72–73
see also language dysfunction

thought insertion 417–418, 430–431

tickling, self 19, 223

tics 32

timing abnormalities, ADHD 290–291

tonic inhibitory influences 308–309

Tower of Hanoi task 344

tractography, diffusion tensor 241, 242

transcallosal facilitation 29

transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) 33, 212–213

transitive inference 97

traumatic brain injury (TBI), social
cognition deficits 164, 166

treatment
outcomes, neuropsychological
research 201–202

staging model of diagnosis 188
see also pharmacological treatment

Type I errors 197, 201

Type II errors 201

Ultimatum Game 141

unconscious processes 392, 423

Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) 278–279

unity of own experiences 409

utilization behavior 26

ventral striatum (VS)
decision-making 144
emotion processing 40–41, 43

ventral tegmental area (VTA) 305,
403–404

ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC)

damage 139–140, 143–144
decision-making role 141–142,
143–144, 145

executive functions 118
functional asymmetry 54
see also medial frontal lobes/
prefrontal cortex

verbal fluency test 260

verbal learning and memory
bipolar mania 367–369, 372–373
methamphetamine (MA)
dependence 197

obsessive-compulsive disorder 343,
346, 347–348

Verbal Paired Associate Task 96

vestibular manoeuvres 17, 18

Victoria Emotion Perception Test
(VERT) 207

vigilance see sustained attention

visual cortex
attentional modulation 106
face perception 159
reflexive attentional control 109–110

visual system
efference copy/corollary discharge
mechanism 223

reflexive attentional control
109–110

two-component concept 20–21, 26
ventral pathway 68–69

visuospatial function 5
anorexia nervosa 317
obsessive-compulsive disorder 343,
345–346

voxel-based morphometry (VBM) 235

vulnerability and trait markers
186–187

Wakefields Harmful Dysfunction 1–2

Wernicke’s area 5

William’s syndrome 164

Wilson’s disease 32

Wisconsin Card Sort Task (WCST),
mania 369

word association tasks 71

word pronunciation tasks 71, 72, 73

words, ambiguous 77–78

working memory (WM) 122–123
development 126
executive function and 119,
122–123

heritability 127
language comprehension and
82–83

language processing and 83
semantic priming and 82
social cognition and 161
spatial see spatial working memory
syntactic-semantic combinations
and 76–77

working memory (WM) deficits
drug models of schizophrenia
255–257

non-specificity 182, 183, 186
schizophrenia 255–256, 379–380
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS)
365, 366

young people
brain development 124–127
maturation of executive functions
125–126

see also adolescents
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